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All about cleaning and living
- To facilitate living in a shared apartment, it's always advisable to
organize yourself
 Discuss with your mates who cleans what and when. It's easy
to hang a sheet of paper on the fridge door so everyone is reminded
of their duties.
- Try to be organized about the garbage  collect waste separately:
waste paper and carton, as well as normal garbage bags are collected
at different times in the month (for the specific schedule check the
disposing plan in your apartment), Glass have to be brought to
special containers, which are distributed all over the city. PET can be
brought to the recycling station at each supermarket.
- Clean up after eating, so the dishes and pans are ready for the next
user.
- Switch off electric appliances and lamps when not in use.
- Keep in mind not to waste water, because that could mean higher
costs of rent.
- Whenever having a party in the apartment, make sure, people help
to clean up before leaving or clean up yourself the next day, so you
don't annoy your roommates
 Keep in mind that in Switzerland after 10pm too much noise can
result in a police complaint.
- Don't leave your personal stuff all around the living room as this is
annoying for your roommates.
- Take off your shoes whenever you're in the apartment, store them
nicely.

It's strictly forbidden to smoke!!

Cleaning products: an introduction /
how to clean
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Example
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Cleaning products - how to use
Oven cleaner
Shake contents well. Spray evenly on all
surfaces in the oven. Leave for one hour or
longer. For stubborn stains leave overnight.
Then wipe off using a soft cloth.
Kitchen cleaning detergent
(fat-dissolving)
All purpose cleaner for kitchen surfaces.
(not to be used on the floors)

Dishwasher tabs
Place one tab in the tab compartment of the
dishwasher before every use.

Bathroom cleaner
To be used in the bathroom. Spray on the
required surfaces e.g. shower, sink, bathtub and
tiles. Once cleaned with the bathroom cleaner
use a dry clean cloth to enhance the surfaces of
the shower, sink, bathtub and tiles. Failure to do
this will result in smudges.

Cleaning detergent for: Electric ceramic hob,
chrome surfaces.
Wipe on with a soft cloth, and then wipe off
again until the surface is shiny, clean and
spotless.

WC cleaner
Spray the cleaner under the toilette seat, in the
toilet and on the outside of the toilet seat. Clean
with a clean cloth, and then use a dry cloth to
wipe away any residue.

Ceramic scraper for the electric hob.
Only to be used on ceramic surfaces when
needed. Clean after every use otherwise it
becomes rusty and can't be used anymore.

Glass cleaner / Window cleaner
Spray on surfaces and use a kitchen roll for best
results. To remove a buildup of residue clean the
glass/window first with some soapy water. Then
spray the glass/window surfaces and wipe clean
with some kitchen roll or a clean cloth.

Dishwashing liquid
Only to be used in cleaning the kitchen
utensils.
Do not use in the dishwasher!! It will
destroy the dishwasher

All purpose cleaner
An all-rounder cleaner to be used in the
bathroom, kitchen floor, surfaces, shelves etc.

Floor Mop – Other floor surfaces
The floor mop can be used as normal for other
floor surfaces in combination with all purpose
cleaner.
Floor Mop – Wooden floor
Use only enough water to make the mop damp
on wooden floors otherwise damage is caused
to the floor!!
The floor mop is to be washed on a regularly
basis.
Sponges
Yellow-green: Never clean the ceramic plate
with the green side or hard side of the
sponge - it causes scratches!! Only use the
soft side of the sponge.
To remove the build-up of waste and stubborn
stains on the ceramic hob use the ceramic
scraper as in picture 4.
Can also be used in cleaning saucepans.
Steel sponge
To clean the hotplate of the electric hob and also
the inside and outside of the steel saucepans,
oven tray, steel bars in the oven and the floor of
the oven.
Do not use to clean the frying pans or the
electric ceramic hob. The inside coating of
the frying pan will become scratched from
the steel sponge
Cleaning clothes
To be used everywhere when needed. Can also
be regularly washed with 60 in the washing
machine.

Micro-fiber cloth
To be used everywhere when needed. Can also
be regularly washed with 60 degrees in the
washing machine.

Drying towels
To be used when drying utensils. Can also be
regularly washed in the washing machine with
60 or 90 degrees
Baking parchment
Cover the oven tray to avoid burnt in stains
A replacement of the oven tray costs approx.
CHF 60.--

Official garbage sack (17 L / 35 L)
Available at the counter desk in
each supermarket. Failure to use
these bags will result in a heavy
fine from the St.Gallen Police –
minimum of CHF 100.00.
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Cleaning Check
It is usual that the housing team makes two cleaning checks during your stay in St. Gallen. We will
only check the rooms that you share with other students in your apartment eg. Entrance, bathroom,
kitchen, living and dining room area.
We will not check your private room!
If the rooms are not cleaned properly, we won`t make an additional cleaning check. In this
case we will have to engage a cleaning company for which the cost will be charged to you,
equally split between all the tenants.
The price for cleaning is CHF 50.00 / hour plus travel expenditure and material costs.
It is not necessary that all the students are present at the time of our visit, but please make sure that
the following rooms are cleaned when we come to visit your apartment.
Bathroom
Toilet, washbasin, mirror or mirrored bathroom cabinet, bathtub/shower, floor and furniture in the
bathroom.
Kitchen
Fridge, oven, kitchen stove, extractor fan, microwave, floor, dishes, pans, cupboards (inside and
outside) work surfaces, all rubbish/garbage must be brought away (paper, cardboard, bottles, tins
and glass).
Living/Dining Room
Floor, furniture cleaned from dust
Entrance
Floor, if there is furniture clean it from dust.
Detergents
Please use the detergents in the box provided for the cleaning of your apartment.
For the kitchen it is useful to use the special detergent for the oven.
For the bathtub/shower please use the detergent to remove the lime in the shower, the washbasin
and the toilet.
For the mirrors please use the mirror/glass cleaner.
Always use clean cloths when cleaning.
There is a cleaning instruction list in the detergent box which is provided by the Housing Office for
your use in the apartment.

Washing Machine, Dryer
The washing machine must be cleaned after each use. Please make sure that you regularly
clean the drawer of the washing machine (this is where the powder is placed) and the filter.
The filter in the Dryer must be cleaned after each use otherwise the dryer will stop to work.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.
The Housing Office.
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Check out information
Dear Guest Students
Please read it very carefully. Due to various problems encountered in previous years, we would like you to
stick to the following rules:
1.

Empty the rooms/apartment from all personal belongings. Left item's will be disposed without compensation.
The costs for disposing garbage through the housing office will be charged to you.
- Items/clothes, which are in a very good condition, can be spent to the welfare. You can bring it to
the so called "Brockenhaus" (Goliathgasse 25 or Turnerstrasse 20).

2.

Throw away all unwanted food, this also means opened and closed jars, cartons, packages, herbs e.g. salt,
pepper, sugar etc. and all the garbage.

3.

Clean the whole accommodation properly.
If you are living in a shared apartment, please have the whole apartment and your private bedroom cleaned.
The whole apartment has to be cleaned by everyone in the apartment; the students are responsible for coordination the cleaning with the flatmates. The Housing Office will perform the checkout of each room and the common areas one day after the last student has left.
If you live in a studio or en-Suite room, the Housing Office will also perform the checkout after the last student
has left the house.
If required the Housing Office can order a cleaning company to clean the whole apartment at the expense
of the student or students. Send an email to housing@unisg.ch regarding the request.
12TU

U12T

If the whole apartment or/and the room are not cleaned very properly (Swiss standard), we have to get it cleaned by
a cleaning company and CHARGE YOU the amount!. Extra cleaning costs will be charged to each flatmate in
shared apartments regardless of the time of departure. The price for cleaning is CHF 50.00 per hour plus travel
expenditure and material costs.
* Swiss cleaning standard: perfect, spotless clean.
kitchen

toilet/bath/shower

Clean
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

all the dishes, cutlery, pans etc.
microwave: inside and outside
oven/hot plate: remove all burned stains
oven tray and oven door: inside and outside
electric kettle: outside and inside
extractor fan/kitchen hood (wash the steel filter in the dishwasher)
hob: remove all burned stains with a special hob scratcher don’t use the
scratchy side of the sponge
• cupboards/furniture: clean the inside and outside with humid cloth and dry it
with clean cloth









The fridge as well as the freezer have to be defrosted and cleaned, after which you
turn the fridge back on.





Remove the calk and clean
• showerhead
• water tap
• tiles
• bathtub or shower tub
• soap dishes
• toothbrush glasses
• washbasin
Remove remains of soap, shower gel, toothpaste etc.









Wash the floor in the toilet / bathroom





toilet/bath/shower

Clean
• toilet bowl inside and outside
• toilet seat on the top and below
• toilet brush and toilet brush holder
Clean also
• mirrored bathroom cabinet
• floor







Please use a clean dry cloth to get rid of water stains.
• Remove all toiletries
• Wash the bath carpet and the textile shower curtain. Plastic shower curtain
has to be cleaned.




mirrors

Spray with a special mirror/window spray to remove dirt and buildup of grease and
dry clean with a cloth to remove any marks or stains.



floors

Hoover the floors and clean them with detergent and water. Clean the wooden floor
only with a dump cloth to avoid damages.



(if your floor has carpet please hoover)
windows

Clean inside and outside



rubbish/garbage

Paper, cardboard, plastic bottles, tins and glass have to be taken away according to
the rules of the waste disposal of the town.



If the housing office has to dispose garbage, the responsible person/s
has/have to carry the cost for disposing.
If you leave the garbage outside or in the container without official bags, the
police will issue a fine to the amount of CHF 100.00 for each fallible student.

furniture e.g. wardrobe,
writing desk etc.

Have to be cleaned inside and outside from dust and stains



door and door frame

Has to be cleaned



cleaning materials

Floor mop, drying up towels, micro cleaning cloths, have to be washed.



bed linen

AFTER THE LAST USING
• Place the bedsheet, the duvet cover and the pillow case cover in the white
cotton bags. Retrieve fresh bed linen from the bed linen cupboard and place
neatly on the bed.
• Place your mattress protection cover on the floor!

borrowed things

Please place the things you have borrowed from the Housing Office on the
desk.
The extra blanket has to be washed, and placed neatly folded on the bed.

You are free to order a professional cleaning company for the cleaning upon your checkout at your own cost.

Thank you very much for your cooperation and understanding.
With kind regards,
The Housing Office
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How to use your glass-ceramic stove

This stove is a glass-ceramic stove; its special surface requires some extra care.
1) Please wipe the stove before and after every use with a damp cloth.
2) If very dirty, please use the special glass scraper to scrape off dried food- please do
not under any circumstances use an aggressive cleaning product. Abrasive cleaning
products will scratch the surface, discoloring it and making it difficult to keep clean.
Unscrew the screw until the blade pops up, turn the screw to tightened the blade in
place. It is now ready for use. Once finished unscrew the screw to loosen the blade, it
will then pop back into its cover. It is very important that the blade is back in its cover,
otherwise one could cut themselves very badly. It is a very sharp object.
3) Wait until the stove cools to wipe up any spills. Never use a wet sponge or cloth on a
hot panel.
4) Do not set soiled pots or pans on the surface; they can mark it permanently.
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Kitchen ventilation – steel filter

Switch to turn on/off

Press the mechanism to release the filters

Clean the filter either in the sink or in the dishwasher.

IN THE WORST CASE, THE FLUFF CAN
CATCH FIRE
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How to avoid clogs in the drain
1 Avoid clogs in the drain
0B

Do not pour sauces, oil, lard, soup, milk products, or leftover food down the drain as this

causes the drain to clog up!
Removing the clogs can get quite expensive and
will cause a lot of inconvenience to you and your

NO - GO

flatmates.

2 Disposal of waste oil
1B

You can collect waste oil in an old PET bottle. You can dispose of the carefully closed PET
bottle in the official St.Gallen garbage bags.

3 Unclogging
2B

The cost for unclogging the pipes caused by food leftovers, oil, milk products etc. will be invoiced to you!
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To avoid burnt stains on the oven tray !

Use baking paper !

A replacement of the oven tray costs CHF 50.--
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Toilet rules

Residents will be charged for any plumbing repair costs for
blocked toilets and/or pipes caused by misuse of the facilities !
Waste bin

0B

-

panty liners, tampons and sanitary pads
cotton pads / cotton swabs
wet wipes
dental floss
condoms
kleenex
hair

Dental
floss

Toilet

1B

only toilet paper !!
-

in small quantities
multiple toilet flushes

